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The Company of Choice

3593 Mayland Court (23233-1419)
Richmond, Virginia 23255-0339

June 22, 2000

Phone: (804) 747-3588
Fax: (804) 273-0119
E-mail: virginiatrane@trane.com

Mr. Tom Harris
County Administrator
King George County

P.O. Box 246
King George, VA 22485
Re:

Recent HVAC Problems, King George County Administration Building

Dear Mr. Harris:
Thank you for discussing your concerns regarding the HVAC system at the Administration
Building. In reviewing the service reports completed by our service technicians, I am able to
report the following: The most recent failure was caused by an electrical failure of the
compressor which was likely the result of a contactor being "welded in". All indications are that
the failure was a result of recent severe storms either causing power fluctuations and/or possibly a
lightning strike making the failure an insurable event. Some signs of electrical problems are
tripped breakers and transformers and a number of burned electrical components such as
contactors, relays and transducers all of which could fail when subjected to repeated sags and/or
major spikes of electrical current. Upon replacing the compressor and starting the system, we
checked and confirmed the operation of all equipment safeties. One recommendation we can
make is for the County to have a qualified electrical contractor check the grounding of the

building.
We also replaced a defective actuator on the air handler serving the second floor which controls
static pressure and air flow to that area.
In late March and early April, the board room was experiencing wide temperature fluctuations
largely because a hot water reheat valve for humidity control was leaking through and constantly
supplying heating to the space. The system responded by trying to cool the space back down
causing wide swingsin temperature when the cooling cycled on. We replaced the valve and
reprogrammed the control to adjust to the new valve. We also recently reexamined the entire
control sequence and slowed down the response of the compressors to provide more even and
gradual response to conditions in the space. I am told that the board room is now operating well
and is providing consistent conditions.
At your request, I will visit the Administration Building on Tuesday, June 27 to identify any
problems and to start developing a plan for correcting any comfort issues.
Respectfullysu mitted,

Edward J. Kihm
V.P., General Manager
EJK/kns
Cc:
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Mr. Jeff Crenshaw, Service Champion
Virginia Trane
P.O. Box 70339
Richmond, VA 23255-0339

Dear Mr. Crenshaw:
The Board of Supervisors, at its meeting of Tuesday, August 1, 2000, approved your
recommendations regarding upgrade and modifications to HVAC systems for King George County,
to include:
1. Modification to Boardroom HVAC system and controls - $5,275
2. Upgrade of Tracer Building Automation Systems for both the Administration Building and
Courthouse - $23,825
3. Authorized a 5-year Preventive Maintenance Program - $22,850 (This cost would be less
the payments made to date for current maintenance)
Please advise me of a time frame for implementation and completion of these important projects.
Upon completion of the upgrade to the Tracer Automation systems, training for appropriate staff
members should be accomplished as soon as possible. Once these projects are complete, I want to
move into the zone-by-zone analysis of the building with your recommendations for iI
Thank you for your prompt attention to these matters, and I look forward to hearing
project. If you have any questions or concerns, I am available at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Harris
County Administra L
cc: David Hinklp Fac
Perm. File
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July 26. 2000

Mr. Tom Harris
County Administrator
King George County
Facilities Management
P.O. Box 246
King George, VA 22553
Re:

Upgrade and Modifications to King George Administration Building heating.
ventilating and air conditioning systems and controls thereof

Dear Mr. Harris:
We are pleased to submit the following recommendations for your review and consideration:
1. Provide modifications to the existing control of the boardroom HVAC unit to
decrease the erratic temperature swings - to be submitted under separate cover in
the near future.
2.

Provide a Tracer Summit Building Automation Systems upgrade to both the

Administration Building and Courts Building - to be submitted under separate
cover in the'near future.
3. Provide a comprehensive Total Maintenance Program on all Trane equipment,
and controls - to be submitted under separate cover in the near future.
4. Provide an overall zone-by-zone analysis of the building's comfort and make
recommendations in areas that are not maintaining acceptable comfort.
Item I - Boardroom HVAC System and Controls Modification
The boardroom HVAC system was designed and sized to provide comfort, including
humidity control, for up to 185 people on a 950 F day. In order to provide an
adequate level of indoor air quality for 185 occupants, the system also provides
3,600 cubic feet per minute of outside air.
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When occupied, the sequence to dehumidify the space is accomplished by bringing
on additional stages of cooling to "wring the moisture out of the air" and then
reheating the air to a comfortable level. The wide swings in temperature are
experienced with minimal occupancy because of the high volume of outside air
being drawn into the space that must be conditioned, dehumidified, and then
reheated.
We propose to modify the controls and equipment to achieve the following:
*

*
*

*

Under normal operation of the boardroom air handler, we will control the
outside air dampers at a minimum position to bring in approximately 800
CFM of fresh (ventilation) air which is suitable for up to forty (40)
occupants.
We will install a carbon monoxide sensor to monitor concentration of C02
and bring in more outside ventilation air as required.
We will install an outside air/ventilation override switch that is clearly
marked to bring in additional outside air for an anticipated large gathering.
While the controls will bring in outside ventilation air when needed, the
override switch will allow you to increase ventilation in advance of a large
meeting.
We will install an 18 x 60 backdraft damper in the return duct between the
supply fan and return fan. This will eliminate the ability for the supply fan to
induce ventilation air around the coil section of the equipment.

King George County will benefit from the proposed modifications by:
*
*

*

More consistent and precise control of conditions in the boardroom.
The reduction of outside air when not needed will reduce the load on the
equipment, resulting in shorter run time on both compressors, and therefore
reduce electrical consumption and costs.
With reduced run time on both compressors, it is likely that repair costs will
also be reduced.

Please see the attached proposal under Addendum A.
Item II - Tracer Building Automation Systems Upgrade for Both the Administration and
courts Buildings
When your Trane Tracer building automation system was installed in the County
Administration Building, nearly six (6) years ago, it was state-of-the art technology.
While still functional, the system has limits that an upgrade will overcome. The main
limitations are as follows:
1. Although the Trane software is Y2K compliant, the existing computer is not,
requiring periodic adjustments to mask real dates in order to make it operate.
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2. The OS2 operating system on which Trane works was developed by IBM, but is
no longer enhanced or supported by them, and therefore is considered obsolete
technology. Without IBM's support, Trane can only provide backup on Trane
software and limited OS2 support.
3. The system has an "A/B" switch, which allows iha King George Countyr
Virginia Trane, but not both, to monitor and diagnose comfort problems.

4. Because of this limitation, we are unable to set up trend logs without
simultaneously locking you out. Nor can we view the system together so that we
can remotely monitor your buildings and talk you through problems while you are
accessing the system. Our ability to support you is severely hampered by this
limitation,
5. Forty (40) hours of training.
Please see the attached proposal under Addendum B.
Item I

- Upgrade of Preventive Maintenance Program to a Total Maintenance Program

1. To aid in the management/budget process of properly maintaining the heating and
ventilating systems for the two facilities we offer a Total Maintenance Program
which includes all aspects of the preventive maintenance program currently in
place plus repair labor and replacement parts and materials including refrigerant.
Total Maintenance is Preventive Maintenance along with predictive and
controlled component replacement as recommended by Trane to maximize the
life of equipment and minimize catastrophic failures. This program allows for
inventory management on-site to provide stock to minimize travel costs and down
time, as we deem most beneficial.
The replacement with installation costs associated with the HVAC systems of the
Administrative and Sherifs office would be in excess of$225,000.00.
This comprehensive coverage program also provides upgrades to the controls
systems. T'he rapid changes we experience in the technology field drives
enhancements that get incorporated into our systems, typically through version
changes. This Total Maintenance Program provides these upgrades as they
become available. An example would be the upgrade available which allows
remote access via the Internet. This is a benefit unavailable at initial release of
the Summit but since has come tofruition with the control system upgrade.
The benefit of Total Maintenance to King George County is that for one fixed
budgetable amount Virginia Trane will take responsibility for maintaining and
repairing all associated Trane equipment.
Please see the attached proposal under Addendum C,
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Item IV - Analysis of Building Comfort

1. Ed Kihm and I walked the facility and asked your employees about the comfort in
the spaces they occupy and the overall comfort of the building. Based on the
differing feedback, the facility will require some monitoring to best assess
problem areas. Under the Summit upgrade, the data collection can be compiled at
our office so that we can determine and document the actual temperature
conditions in these areas. Once the actual temperatures have been documented
we will develop a plan to improve comfort where needed.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these recommendations; we look forward to
reviewing them with you.
Respectfully submitted,

JffCrenshaw
Service Champion
JC/gt
cc:

Patti VanDeWeert - King George Co.
David Hinckle - King George Co.

Ed Kihm - Virginia Trane
Rick Steadman - Virginia Trane
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Addendum A
The cost to provide the modifications to the Boardroom Air Handling Equipment is
5.275100
This covers all labor and materials to perform the work aforesaid mentioned in Item I.
Addendum B
The cost to provide the Tracer Summit Controls Upgrade is $26,825.00. This is a
fully installed and commissioned Tracer Summit, Version 11 upgrade. This includes
two new BCU's (Building Control Units). One is located in the Admin. Bldg., and the
other in the Sheriffs office, one new P.C. with Windows 98, and Tracer Summit
Software Version 11. The Trane Company is offering a $1,500.00 rebate to our
customers for each OS2 Version 9 and below feld panels (BCU's) returned to our
Home Office following an upgrade to Windows based platform. The final net cost of
this upgrade is $23.825,00.
This upgrade Includes forty (40) hours of owner training on the Tracer Summit, as
well as reference materials for the job site.
Addendum C
The cost for The Total Maintenance Program is $22,850.00 annually. This program
can be extended for a 3-5 year period, which aids in the budgeting/planning process.
The Total Maintenance Program also allows for Controls Upgrade costs distribution.
The following is a pricing structure for the annual Total Maintenance Program
calculated for a 3-year period, with and without the Controls Upgrade cost
distribution:
Price for Total Maintenance with Controls Upgrade costs distributed:

l Year-------------

$34,850.00

2 d Year--------------3 Year-----------

$29,913.00
$30,864.00

Price for Total Maintenance excluding Controls Upgrade costs:
1

t Year---------------.$22,850.00

2d Year------------------$23,764.00
$24,715.00
3 Year----------- --
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The following is a pricing structure for the annual Total Maintenance Program
calculated for a 5-year period with and without the Controls Upgrade costs distributed:

Price for Total Maintenance with Controls Upgrade costs distributed:
1st Year-------------------------

$34,850.00

Year------------------------

$26,868.00

3rd Year-----------------------4th Year-----------------------5 t Year-------------------------

$27,819.00
$28,807.00
$29,835.00

2 nd

Price for Total Maintenance excluding Controls Upgrade costs:
1st Year------------------------2 nd Year------------------------

$22,850.00

3rd Year------------------------

$24,715.00

4th Year------------------------5th Year-------------------------

$25,703.00
$26,731.00

$23,764.00
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VIRGINIA TRANE
Project Proposal
July 26, 2000
This agreement entered into by and between:
King George County
Facilities Management
P.O. Box 246
King George, VA 22553
Hereinafter referred to as "CUSTOMER"
and
VIRGINIA TRANE
3593 Mayland Court
Richmond, VA 23233
VIRGINIA TRANE
O

will provide the following to CUSTOMER:

Addendum A

Proposal Price ........................................................................................................
0

$5. 275.00

Addendum B

Proposal Price ......................................................................................................

0

$23 825.00

Addendum C

Proposal Price
O

El

0

0

Total Maintenance with Controls Upgrade over 3-year period
l Y ear ............................................................
$34,850.00
2nd Y ear ............................................................
$29,913.00
$30,864.00
3 rd Y ear ...........................................................
Total Maintenance excluding Controls Upgrade over 3-year period
I" Y ear............................................................
$22,850.00
$23,764.00
2 nd Y ear............................................................
3'd Y ear............................................................
$24,715.00
Total Maintenance with Controls Upgrade over 5-year period
I" Y ear............................................................
$34,850.00
2 d Y ear...........................................................
$26,868.00
3rd Y ear............................................................
$27,819.00
4 Y ear............................................................
$28,807.00
5t Y ear............................................................
$29,835.00
Total Maintenance excluding Controls Upgrade over 5-year period
I" Y ear............................................................
$22,850.00
2nd Y ear...........................................................
$23,764.00
$24,715.00
3 rd Y ear............................................................
4 Y ear............................................................
$25,703.00
5 Y ear............................................................
$26,731.00
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As a condition of performance, payments are to be made on a progress basis. Invoice payment must be made
within ten (10) days of receipt. Any alteration or deviation from the above proposal involving extra cost of
material or labor will become an extra charge over the sum stated above. This proposal will become a binding
AGREEMENT only after acceptance by CUSTOMER and approval by an authorized representative of VIRGINIA
TRANE as evidenced by their signatures below. This AGREEMENT sets forth all of the terms and conditions
binding upon the parties hereto on the reverse hereof; and no person has authority to make any claim,
representation, promise or condition on behalf of VIRGINIA TRANE which is not expressed herein.

VIRGINIA TRANE

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

Approved by:

Title

Purchase Order Number

VIRGINIA

TRANE
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.

CUSTOMER shall permit Virginia Trane free and timely access to areas and equipment and allow Virginia
Trane to start and stop the equipment as necessary to perform required services.

2.

Virginia Trane agrees to maintain adequate insurance to cover bodily injury or property damages while on
the CUSTOMER's premises and during the performance of services.

3.

CUSTOMER will promptly pay invoices within ten (10) days of receipt.

4.

CUSTOMER shall be responsible for all taxes applicable to the services and/or materials hereunder.

5.

If there is any alteration to, or deviation from, any previous AGREEMENT involving extra work, the cost of
material or labor will become an extra charge over the sum stated in that AGREEMENT.

6.

In the event Virginia Trane takes legal action in order to recover any amount payable under this
AGREEMENT, CUSTOMER shall pay Virginia Trane all court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees
incurred by Virginia Trane.

7.

Virginia Trane will assign or otherwise make available to CUSTOMER any warranty which has been
assigned to Virginia Trane by the manufacturer and/or vendor of any component(s) or part(s) not
manufactured by Virginia Trane and which Virginia Trane has the right to so assign or otherwise make

available to CUSTOMER. VIRGINIA TRANE MAKES NO WARRANTY WHATEVER RELATING TO
ITS PERFORMANCE OR SERVICES HEREUNDER OR THE CONDITION OR OPERATION OF ANY
EQUIPMENT OR MACHINERY INSTALLED OR MAINTAINED BY IT IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH, WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
8.

Virginia Trane shall not be liable for any delay, loss, damage, or detention caused by unavailability of labor,
machinery, equipment, or materials, delay of carriers, strikes (including those by Virginia Trane employees),
lockouts, civil or military authority, priority regulations, insurrection or riot, action of the elements, forces of
nature, or any other cause beyond its reasonable control.

9.

To the fullest extent permitted by law, CUSTOMER shall indemnify and hold harmless Virginia Trane, its
agents and employees, from and against all claims, damages, losses, and expenses (including but not limited

to attorney's fees) arising out of or resulting from the performance of work hereunder, provided that such
claim, damage, loss, or expense is caused in whole or in part by an active or passive act or omission of

CUSTOMER, anyone directly or indirectly employed by CUSTOMER, or anyone for whose acts
CUSTOMER may be liable, regardless of whether it is caused in part by the negligence of Virginia Trane.
10. Under no circumstances, whether arising in contract, tort (including negligence), equity, or otherwise, will
Virginia Trane be responsible to CUSTOMER or any third party for any claim based upon loss of use, loss
of profit, increased operating or maintenance expenses, or any special, indirect, or consequential damages
arising directly or indirectly out of or resulting from Virginia Trane's performance or failure to perform
work hereunder.
11. In the event the customer desires to cancel the contract during the period of coverage selected, the monetary
portion of the controls upgrade outstanding at said time is due at once.
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The Company of Choice

Post Office Box 70339
Richmond, Virginia 23255-0339
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Phone: (804) 747-3588
Fax: (804) 273-0119

E-mail: virginiatrane@trane.com

June 20, 2001
David Hinkle
King George County
P.O. Box 246
King George, Virginia 22485
Re: Preventive Maintenance Service Agreement for King George Co. Courthouse & Admin
Dear. Mr. David Hinkle,
A review of the current operation cost associated with our Preventive Maintenance Agreement
with King George County indicates that your annual contract charge of $20510.25 will increase
to $23764.00 for the upcoming contract year. Your hourly mechanical rate will continue to be the
same. We will continue to make every effort to provide the best possible service at competitive
rates.
At Virginia Trane, we believe in the importance of customer relationships and will commit the
time and effort to work with you to find the right solutions for your needs. We want to be your
HVAC servicing contractor for a lifetime and offer you a superior level of service and value than
any other servicing company.
We sincerely value our relationship with King George County and look forward to our continued
business association. If you have any questions, please feel free to call.
Very truly yours,

Carter Griffith
Service Sales

CG/ccb
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